GERMANY´S LEADING HOTEL 2020
Prestigious World Travel Awards for the Regent Berlin on Gendarmenmarkt
BERLIN (November 2nd, 2020) – The 5 star superior Hotel Regent Berlin is “Germany´s
leading hotel”. The luxury hotel on Gendarmenmarkt has now received the prestigious award
from the World Travel Awards 2020.
They are considered the "Oscars of the travel industry": the World Travel Awards recognize
outstanding achievements in all areas of the global travel and tourism industry year after year.
This year the Regent Berlin was able to assert itself against strong competition in the segment
“Germany's Leading Hotel”.
„Especially in the tense and challenging times that our industry is going through this year, the
World Travel Award is a great confirmation and at the same time an incentive for my team and
me to continue to work on our excellent services,“ says Claus Geißelmann, General Manager
of the 5 star superior hotel. "For this I would like to thank especially my employees, who give
our guests this first-class and very personal service day by day and who have made this award
possible."
Located in the center of Berlin directly on the Gendarmenmarkt square, the Regent Berlin is a
retreat full of elegance and tradition, a hidden gem in the middle of the lively metropolis of
Berlin. Timeless, classic elegance dominates the elegant five-star superior hotel with its 195
rooms and suites.
World Travel Awards™ was established in 1993 to acknowledge, reward and celebrate excellence
across all key sectors of the travel, tourism and hospitality industries. Today, the World Travel
Awards™ brand is recognised globally as the ultimate hallmark of industry excellence. The votes come
from qualified executives working within travel and tourism and the consumer travel buyer.
Regent Berlin is located on the Gendarmenmarkt square with a beautiful view of the French Cathedral
and the Concert Hall. The boulevard Unter den Linden, the Brandenburg Gate and Friedrichstrasse
with their exclusive boutiques are just a few steps away. The very personal service and luxurious
furnishings of the 195 rooms and suites make the 5-star superior hotel a popular address for celebrities,
and travelers on both pleasure and business. With highly modern conference and meeting rooms and

the casual dining restaurant Charlotte & Fritz Regent Berlin is the ideal setting for any event.
www.regenthotels.com/berlin
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